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Optical bandpass filters usually represent multi�
layer dielectric structures in which the layers with high
(nH) and low (nL) refractive indices [1, 2] alternate. In
the case when the optical thicknesses of layers are
identical, the structure represents a one�dimensional
photonic crystal [3] having periodic transparency win�
dows—passbands with central frequencies multiple to
the frequency of the half�wavelength resonance,
which are separated by the stopbands—the photonic
band gaps. The passband width in such structure is
approximately proportional reciprocally to the con�

trast  of refractive indices of dielectric layers; there�

fore, it is relatively wide for a photonic crystal because
the highest possible contrast does not exceed four for
real optical materials. It should be noted that, when fab�
ricating an optical bandpass filter based on a photonic
crystal, it is necessary to change the refractive indices of
several external layers in its structure to decrease the
passband ripple that may be too high [4, 5].

Filters with narrow passbands also have a multi�
layer dielectric structure with alternating layers nH and
nL; however, a fraction of the layers has a thickness

equal to the half�wavelength ( ) at the central pass�

band frequency f0, while the layers between them have

a quarter�wavelength ( ) thickness. The half�wave�

length layers are resonators; they form the filter pass�
band, while the quarter�wavelength layers form multi�
layer dielectric mirrors establishing the necessary value
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and the proportion of couplings between resonators
[6, 7] corresponding to the set passband width.

The reflectance of mirrors, which just determine
the value of coupling of resonators with each other and
that of the end resonators with the filter input and out�

put, increases both with the contrast ( ) of refractive

indices of adjacent layers and with the number of lay�
ers. In the case when the mirror layers have a thickness
multiple to the quarter wavelength, their reflectance is
largest; in this case, they do not disturb the resonant
frequencies of resonators, while the stopbands have an
identical depth on both sides of the passband. In such
a construction, the filter transmittance S21( f ) and
reflectance S11(f) are periodic functions of frequency f,
the period of which is 2f0. Here Si j( f ) are the elements
of a filter scattering matrix.

The optical filters, the multilayer mirrors in which
contain only the quarter�wavelength layers and are
fabricated from two materials, have a substantial dis�
advantage consisting of the high optical passband rip�
ple [1, 8]. It is related to the impossibility of a smooth
fine tuning of the reflectance of such mirrors both
between resonators and on the input and output of the
filter. In [6, 7], to rule out the passband ripple, it is pro�
posed to make one of the materials in each of the filter
mirrors differ from the materials of other layers and to
tune the filter by selecting its refractive index. How�
ever, it is technologically difficult in such a construc�
tion, which we call the filter prototype, to provide the
required value of the refractive index for lack of that
for real materials.

In this work, we present the construction of a new
multilayer optical filter using only three real materials
with unequal refractive indices. For equalizing the
passband ripple through the three�component struc�
ture, contrary to the prototype, it is necessary only to
choose the thickness of each layer. We propose the
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method of constructing and synthesizing the optical
filter with such a construction.

FILTER CONSTRUCTION

We compare the construction of the proposed filter
with that of the above prototype representing a multi�
component multilayer structure [6, 7]. The prototype
filter contains resonators in the form of half�wave�
length dielectric layers with a low refractive index,
each of which is separated from the next resonator or
from free space on the input and output of the device
by a multilayer dielectric mirror consisting of quarter�
wavelength layers. The layers with a high refractive
index nH in all mirrors are fabricated from one mate�
rial, and we used various low�refractive�index materi�
als in other layers, each of which corresponds to the ith
(i = 1, 2, …, m) mirror of the construction. The mirrors
between the central resonators contain the largest
number of quarter�wavelength layers, but it decreases
toward the edges of the layered structure.

The construction of the filter under consideration
also consists of resonators in the form of half�wave�
length dielectric layers with a low refractive index, but
differs from the prototype as follows: in each multi�
layer mirror, each quarter�wavelength layer with the
refractive index ni is replaced by an equivalent sym�
metric three�layer structure with the refractive indices
nM–nL–nM. The values of nL and nM can be chosen
arbitrary, but they must satisfy the inequalities

nL < ni < nM < nH, i = 1, 2, …, m. (1)

This situation means that all layers of multilayer
dielectric mirrors of the filter are fabricated only from
three materials with the refractive indices nL, nM, and
nH. In this case, a certain ratio between the thicknesses
of two materials with the indices nL and nM replaces an
arbitrary material with the low refractive index ni in the

mirrors of the prototype filter. It is obvious that it is
easy at such an approach to select three real materials,
the refractive indices of which satisfy inequalities (1).

The symmetric three�layer structure replacing the
one quarter�wavelength layer is equivalent to it if its
transfer matrix (in the literature, it is also called the
characteristic matrix or ABCD matrix) coincides with
the transfer matrix of this replaced layer. The severe
equivalence of matrices can be provided only at one
frequency; it is obvious that it is necessary to choose f0

as this frequency. Because the compared structures are
symmetric and reciprocal from the viewpoint of elec�
tric circuits, it suffices to compare only one of two
diagonal and one of two nondiagonal matrix elements
[9].

As a result, the requirement of coincidence of diag�
onal elements in the matrices under comparison
results in the equation

, (2)

where θMi and θLi are the electric thicknesses of layers
with the refractive indices nM and nL in the ith multi�
layer mirror. This equation is the condition that the
effective thickness of the equivalent three�layer struc�
ture corresponds to the quarter wavelength. The
requirement of coincidence of nondiagonal elements
results in the equation

(3)

The left�hand side of this equation is an effective
refractive index of the three�layer structure replacing
the quarter�wavelength layer with the refractive index ni

in the ith mirror of the prototype.

The solution of the set of Eqs. (2) and (3) is

(4)

. (5)

From Eq. (4), it can be seen that inequalities (1) are
sufficient conditions of the existence of the solution of
the set of Eqs. (2) and (3).

It is important to note that the replacement of all
quarter�wavelength layers with low refractive indices ni

in the prototype for the equivalent symmetric three�
layer structures with the refractive indices nM–nL–nM

results in changing frequency response (FR) of the

construction only far from the central frequency of the
filter passband.

EXAMPLE OF FILTER DESIGNING

We consider the principles of designing the device
by the example of the synthesis of the bandpass filter of
the fifth order, the layers with the highest refractive
index in which are fabricated from silicon (nH  = 4),
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the layers with the lowest refractive index are aerial
(nL = l), and all five half�wavelength resonators (Fig. 1)
are also aerial. For the layers with an intermediate
refractive index, it is convenient in this case to use sil�
icon oxide (SiO2) as is shown below. Therefore, such a
ridge construction of the filter consisting in this case of
five air resonators and six multilayer mirrors can be
made of a monolithic silicon (Si) wafer with using, for
example, the technologies of dry ion etching with the
subsequent compulsory oxidation of surfaces of sepa�
rate edges or the technologies of wet anisotropic etch�
ing of grooves in silicon and the subsequent thermal
oxidation of the surfaces [10].

For definiteness, we set the central filter�passband
frequency of the f0 ≈  3 THz corresponding to the
wavelength λ  = 100 μm, the fractional passband width

 = 0.5% at the level of –3 dB, and also the highest

reflection level S11max = –15 dB in the passband. We
begin the synthesis of the filter from synthesizing its
prototype. This process consists of selecting an opti�
mum number of quarter�wavelength layers and finding
the optimum values of refractive indices ni for each
mirror in the prototype corresponding to desired pass�
band parameters. The optimization is carried out by
the method of consecutive corrections of parameters
of the construction using the general rules of optimi�
zation of filters described in [6]. The current FR was
calculated by multiplying the transfer matrices of all
layers in the multilayer structure [2].

The construction of the prototype filter is symmet�
ric relative to its central half�wavelength resonator;
therefore, we consider only its left�hand half number�
ing the mirrors from the construction edge to its cen�
ter. Because the half�wavelength resonators and the
external medium at the filter input and output are
aerial, all mirrors should have quarter�wavelength lay�
ers with a high refractive index nH = 4 at the bound�
aries of resonators and also on the input and output of
the construction under consideration.

As a result of synthesizing the prototype, we find
that the first mirror on the input of the filter contains
three quarter�wavelength layers, and the internal layer
of this mirror has the refractive index n1 = 1.414. The
second mirror contains seven quarter�wavelength lay�
ers, and there are layers with the refractive index n2 =
1.237 in its composition in addition to the layers with
the refractive index nH = 4. The third mirror of the pro�
totype also contains seven quarter�wavelength layers;
however, there are layers with the refractive index n3 =
1.133 in its composition in addition to the layers with
the refractive index nH = 4. The obtained results enable
us to choose silicon dioxide (nM = 1.95) as the third

Δf
f0

����

material of the filter, the refractive index nM of which
satisfies inequalities (1).

As a result, the thickness of layers of half�wave�
length air resonators is obviously 50 μm for the chosen
central frequency f0 ≈  3 THz of the synthesized filter,
and the thickness of quarter�wavelength layers from
silicon in all multilayer mirrors is 6.25 μm. Calculated
from Eqs. (4) and (5), the thicknesses of three�layer
structures in the filter mirrors, the central layer in
which is aerial and those on the edges are from silicon
dioxide, are listed in the table. Thus, the total thick�
ness of the entire filter construction together with all
resonators and mirrors consisting of 67 dielectric lay�
ers is 625.255 μm.

In Fig. 2, we present the frequency dependences of
direct losses and losses on reflection for the synthe�
sized filter calculated in a narrow frequency range near
the passband. The filter passband ripple is less than
0.18 dB. In Fig. 3, the FRs of the synthesized filter and
its prototype are shown in a wide frequency range. We
note that the FRs of the developed filter and its proto�
type ideally coincide in the passband region; however,
far from it, a certain deviation is observed, which is
expressed, first, in the shift of barrier�band boundaries
into the high�frequency range resulting in a small nar�
rowing of the low�frequency stopband and an exten�
sion of the high�frequency stopbands. Second, the
attenuation depth decreases in the low�frequency
stopband and increases in the high�frequency band;
i.e., the FR becomes asymmetric with respect to the
passband center.

Mirror 1 Mirror 2 Mirror 3

SiO2
SiO2

Si

Fig. 1. Construction of the bandpass filter of the fifth order
(left�hand side).

Thicknesses of layers of multilayer mirrors of the synthe�
sized filter

Number of 
the mirror

Thickness of layers, µm

Si SiO2 Air

1 (6) 6.25 4.116 7.523

2 (5) 6.25 3.073 11.360

3 (4) 6.25 2.281 14.553
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Thus, we proposed here a new construction of the
optical bandpass filter fabricated on the basis of the
three�component multilayer structure, obtained the
formulas for determining the thickness of layers in
mirrors, and gave the technique of its synthesis by the
example of a filter of the fifth order.
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Fig. 2. Frequency dependences of the direct losses (solid
line) and losses on reflection (points) in the passband of
the filter of the fifth order synthesized on a three�compo�
nent�layer structure.
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Fig. 3. FR of the synthesized filter of the fifth order (solid
line) and that of the prototype filter (dashed line) in a wide
frequency band.


